
Pharmaceutical & Chemical
Configuration Designs

Pharmaceutical and chemical workstations are 

purposefully designed environments that cater to the 

specialized needs of laboratories engaged in drug 

development, chemical analysis, and related research 

activities.

Our adept design team comprehends the intricacies 

of your working environment, having collaborated 

with numerous prominent industrial, research, 

educational, and government facilities. We specialize 

in curating workstations that encompass the ideal 

combination of features, options, and accessories 

tailored to meet the unique demands of your tasks. 

The Workplace® product line, known for its 

versatility, offers a myriad of layout possibilities, each 

meticulously crafted to fulfill specific requirements. 

These designs not only establish a robust foundation 

for a lifetime of reliable service but also boast 

adaptability, ensuring they can be easily retrofitted to 

accommodate evolving needs in the future.
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Ready to get started? We Are.
Conceptual drawings, and detailed cost quotes are 
provided on a no-obligation basis. Visit our website or 
contact a Design Specialist today for more details.

workplacenh.com
sales@workplacenh.com
800.258.9700
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Pharmaceutical Non-Controlled Returns| LD-052

Series 4500 Mobile tables have been customized with 
the addition of wing units in this bi-level configuration. 
Optional accessories include double Standard Uprights, light 
suspension system, flat screen articulating arm, document 
holder, and keyboard tray.
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Chemical Supplier Packing Station| LD-059

Organization is paramount at this packing station 
application. A Series 4800 Packing Station was designed 
with a post-formed top, and includes a Model N3110 drawer 
case, powerstrip, pegboard, two spool holders, and an 
adjustable divider shelf on double Standard Uprights.

Hazard Materials Lab| LD-017

Series 5300 Quad work centers dominate this lab. Each 
provides a spacious work surface with contained storage 
space, overtable shelving and lighting, plus a convenient 
power source, all within arms reach. Keyboard tray, mounted  
beneath framework, completes the workcenter. Situated 
between the Quad units is a Series 4500 work table, fitted 
with doubel Standard Uprights, tool trolley, light fixture, spool 
holder, mounting rail with bins, powerstrip, and storage 
drawer.
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Chemical Repack | LD-060

Supplies and material 
are stored within the 
cabinet base of this 
Repack application. A 
powerstrip, pegboard 
panel mounted on double 
Standard Uprights, and 
an adjustable overtable 
divider shelf provide the 
options needed to make 
jobs more efficient.

Biochemical ID | LD-039

A 30”Dx60”L Series 
7000 Mobile Station 
was the choice for an 
automated biochemical 
identification system. At 
the center is a keyboard 
tray with full-length wrist 
rest, and heavy-duty 
rubber corner protectors 
to protect the unit and 
surroundings during 
transit

Mobile Cabinet | LD-051

Perfect for almost any lab environment, the Series 7000 
Mobile Cabinet moves easily to wherever it is needed at 
a moments notice. A large selection of cabinet sizes and 
drawer configurations make it possible to choose individual 
cabinets to suit the requirement. Mobile units are available in 
single, double, or triple cabinet units.
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Pharmaceutical Test Lab | LD-048

A need for considerable drawer storage was met with this 
L-Shape configuration. Adjustable shelves along both rows 
provide additional overtable storage, while powerstrips serve 
power requirements.


